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Fuhrer was ruthlessly and energetically put into force as soon as the
Nazis came into power. The barbarity of this persecution1 is not to
be measured merely by positive acts such as the fourteen-hours'
boycott of Jewish places of business on the 1st April (when one
Jewish victim at Kiel was lynched by a mob) or cthe Aryan para-
graph' in the law of the 7th April, which disqualified for public
employment any German citizen who proved to have a single Jewish
grandparent. To complete the picture, it must be added that the
application of 'the Aryan paragraph' was extended from state-
employees to Protestant pastors by Dr. Muller—the Beichsbischof
whom Herr Hitler had placed at the head of the new union of German
Protestant churches.2 More serious still, the paragraph was used as
an instrument for expelling the Jews wholesale from the leading
liberal professions—particularly from Medicine and the Law—while
many private employers of labour were persuaded or coerced through
unofficial Nazi pressure into going beyond the requirements of the
law by dismissing their own private Jewish employees.
Though Western Christendom had almost as bad a record as
Orthodox Christendom in its treatment of the Jews, the Western
World had seen no such exhibition of anti-Semitism as this German
outbreak of 1933 for the past four and a half centuries. To find
parallels, the historian must go back to the expulsion of the Jews
from Spain in a.d. 1492 and their forcible conversion in Castile in
a.d. 1391 and in Portugal in a.d. 1497. Indeed, even these parallels
are not complete, for the medieval Western persecutors in the
Iberian Peninsula besought and, in the last resort, compelled the
Jews to abandon the ghetto and transform themselves, by conversion,
into fully enfranchised citizens of the Eespublica Christiana', and,
once within the fold, these Jewish converts were allowed a free field
Hitler acted (no doubt, unwittingly) on the principle that fas est et db hoste
doceri; for, as a Jewish scholar has pointed out to the writer of this Survey,
Hitler's main idea—the fanatical worship of a jealous tribal god, at the bidding
of a prophetic leader—is the original (though not the ultimate) Leitmotiv of the
Old Testament.
1	For the benefit of a possible German National-Socialist reader who might
jump to the conclusion that the present writer's account of the treatment of the
Jews in 'the third Eeich9 was coloured by personal race-feeling, the writer may
perhaps be allowed to mention that he believes himself to be of unmitigated
'Nordic' stock on both sides (his father's family being Lincolnshire Danes and
his mother's Mercian Angles!), and that, so far as he knows, there is no Jewish
blood in his veins.
2	This impious decree that a strain of Jewish blood should disqualify a
pastor who had felt a vocation and had fitted himself for taking it up and had
received a call from a congregation, was one of the measures which evoked the
revolt, among the German Protestants, against Dr. Muller's regime.

